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daylighting, enclosure and openness to suite seasonal climatic variations

Bio-climatic facades: High performance glazing and screens seek a balance between controlled

embodied energy. The project will restrict to use of material sourced in Finland or in the Baltic region
that can be shipped directly to point of use to reduce allied energy costs linked to transportation.

Material choice considering following criteria: local origin, robust, long life-cycle, low maintenance, low

Cone for events & congregation.
Architecture & Nature: a sensorial experience: We want the Architecture to offer the contemplative
joys of nature, to celebrate elements of nature and all our senses and not just the visual. The material,
textures and lighting responds to the serenity of the landscapes of Finland.
Environment & Climate responsive design:

and support services, the X-box for main exhibition space, the Cube for retail and F&B spaces and the

The museum is in itself a ‘morceau de ville’. The museum is split in 4 blocks- the Cresent for the ofﬁces

Fragmentation: The program is fragmented in distinct blocks along the Central Gallery that acts like an
internal street and offers the excitement and romance of the outdoors with the comfort of the indoors.

changing needs of Helsinki and of the art-world.

object of architectural performance. This is a simple place of endearment for the city; a place that is
approachable and which citizens can claim as their own for years to come. A place that can evolve with

Architecture for place-making: The project looks at the Museum as a place of enduring value and not an

The Museum Ship: The location of the Guggenheim Museum in an active harbour offers a unique
possibility to extend the Museum into a ship. The various Helsinki museums can share cultural projects
with the many ports cities and towns of Finland, of the Baltic and beyond.

street art, gathering places around community ﬁre-places and a skatepark.

The Museum and the City:
Urban integration of the museum is essentially about negotiating the linkages with its context: the
historic Helsinki, Eteläsatama to its West, The Tähtitornin Vuori Park to the South West, the waterfront
to the East and the Market Hall / urban plaza to the North
The proposed Museum will be add one more punctuation this promenade create an opportunity for a
new civic space. The waterfront can be iconic of Helsinki.
Museum will respect this scale and restrain from any architectural gesture that dissociates itself from its
context in terms of the scale. It will enhance existing vistas mainly onto the Tähtitornin Park.
The urban project; a Museum Park addresses the opportunities and challenges of the site and the
programme comprising of 3 components: The Museum, The Aalto Garden, Waterfront Plaza.
The Museum will go beyond the programme requirement to be an active event space that can gather
people with diverse interests.
The Aalto Garden extends the Tähtitornin Park and will have public art to commemorate outstanding
Finnish designers, architects, visual artists etc.
The Waterfront Plaza is a paved plaza that integrates diverse components: spaces for informal urban /
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